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Strasbourg, November 21st, 2008

Caldera wins SGIA product of the year 
award for Software

Press Release

Caldera has just received the DPI Best Product of the Year Award for its RIP product line and new FLOW+ Business 
Automation and Control workflow solution for the Wide Format Printing Market, at the SGIA 08 (The Specialty Printing 
and Imaging Expo, Oct. 15-18) in Atlanta.

This award identifies the pre-eminent products in the digital graphics field, those that clearly provide new definition of the industry 
technology and recognizes outstanding products that have impacted 2008 and will impact 2009. 

From quote to invoice, while managing the production process (printing and finishing), inventory analysis and planning, automation 
of the RIP, outsourcing, delivery notes, financial statistics and accounting synchronization, FLOW+ is a complete Wide Format 
Business Workflow solution

The product, an intelligent combination of an MIS (Management Information System), an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and a 
CRM (Customer Relation Management), is the first Workflow software which will interact directly with the RIP spooler.

“This reward, which is the recognition of our strong RIP culture, color-science know-how and 
technological experience achieved through the feedback of our customers and partners over 
recent years, is something that we would like to thank them for and share with them. We are 
convinced that this award and new product release will impact the year 2009”  

Joseph Mergui, Caldera CEO
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